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MINNEAPOLIS, April 28, 2015 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- SPS Commerce, Inc. (Nasdaq:SPSC), a leader in retail cloud services, unveiled SPS
Commerce Platform, a breakthrough technology designed exclusively to support the needs of retailers, suppliers and 3PLs in the omnichannel retail
era. The cloud-based platform builds on more than a decade of retail supply chain leadership and the latest in social graph technology to offer a more
agile and collaborative foundation for critical omnichannel solutions, including analytics, assortment, fulfillment and sourcing. More than 400 global
partners have teamed with SPS to deliver value-added solutions using the SPS Commerce Platform.

"We are pleased to unveil the SPS Commerce Platform at SPS Commerce In:fluence 2015, among hundreds of retail industry leaders," said Archie
Black, president and CEO of SPS Commerce. "The SPS Commerce Platform is built to power innovation among our partners, collaboration across the
supply chain, and growth using the latest in cloud and social technologies to define a new era of omnichannel retail solutions."

"SPS Commerce is already a leading retail network trusted by thousands of retail companies," said Sundip Naik, vice president of supply chain
technologies at Capgemini. "Its SPS Commerce Platform makes it even easier for system integrators, like Capgemini, help retail customers advance
towards enhanced end-to-end visibility and trading partner collaboration capabilities in the omnichannel era. We look forward to seeing the additional
innovations its platform will ignite across the industry."

As the industry's most broadly adopted retail integration platform with more than 60,000 customers in 60 countries, the SPS Commerce Platform is
accelerating the pace at which consultants, independent software vendors (ISVs) and value-added resellers build and certify solutions to the SPS
retail network. SPS-certified solutions offer reliable, rapid deployments and the ongoing agility of the SPS Commerce Platform to embrace change.
Some of the latest SPS-certified solutions include:

Bristlecone for Oracle;
Business System Integrators for multiple ERPs;
Cadre for Cadence WMS;
Capgemini for Oracle;
Decision Resources for Infor Syteline;
eBridge for Sage 300;
Edible Software for Edible Software;
Inspirage for Oracle;
Propelware for Fishbowl, Quickbooks and Sage 50; and
zedSuite for SAP Business One.

"The SPS Commerce Platform is a powerful solution that is helping to streamline the retail supply chain and connect trading partners like never
before," said Irfan Khan, president and CEO of Bristlecone. "We are delighted to be partnering with SPS to help the retail community become more
agile as they transform to meet the needs of today's consumer."

"SAP Business One companies need omnichannel retail solutions to be competitive and connected to their trading partner network," said Scott
McMahon, vice president at zedSuite. "With our SAP- and SPS-certified solutions for the SPS Commerce Platform, zedSuite can offer our customers
the best in cloud technology, a rapid path to omnichannel success and the ability to tap into the broadest retail network to grow their business.
Congratulations to SPS Commerce on their continued innovation."

"MavenWire and SPS Commerce partnered to help our customers by providing solutions that rapidly and responsively meet the needs of their supply
chain in regards to connectivity with trading partners," said Thomas Deakins, vice president of business development at MavenWire. "Scalable,
collaborative and predictably priced solutions can only be made possible this rapidly in the cloud. Our solution for Oracle Transportation Management
provides the improved agility required in today's consumer-driven omnichannel market."

About the SPS Commerce Platform

SPS Commerce transformed the retail industry more than a decade ago with its cloud-based supply chain solutions. Today, the company continues to
innovate with its SPS Commerce Platform. From a scalable and secure cloud foundation, the SPS Commerce Platform uses social graph technology
to provide the responsiveness and agility required to meet the needs of today's omnichannel shoppers.

The SPS Commerce Platform delivers four essential capabilities for omnichannel retail: analytics, assortment, fulfillment and sourcing, as well as
value-added solutions from our community of over 400 partners. With a global retail network comprised of more than 60,000 organizations, SPS
Commerce also helps trading partners onboard members of their community onto these four core omnichannel capabilities.

About SPS Commerce

SPS Commerce perfects the power of trading partner relationships with the industry's most broadly adopted, retail cloud services platform. As a leader
in cloud-based supply chain management solutions, we provide proven integrations and comprehensive retail performance analytics to thousands of
customers worldwide. SPS Commerce has achieved 57 consecutive quarters of revenue growth and is headquartered in Minneapolis. For additional
information, please contact SPS Commerce at 866-245-8100 or visit www.spscommerce.com.
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